
 

  13.9 Smoothing of Data 

  The concept of "smoothing" data lies in a murky area, just beyond the fringe 
of these better posed and more highly recommended techniques: 

  • Least squares fitting to a parametric model,which is covered in some 
    detail in Chapter 14.

 
  • Optimal filtering of a noisy signal, see §12.6. 
  • Letting it all hang out. (Have you considered showing the data as 
    they actually are?) 

  On the other hand, it is useful to have some techniques available that are 
more objective than 

  • Draftsman's license. "The smooth curve was drawn by eye through 
    the original data." (Through each individual data point? Or 
    through the forest of scattered points? By a draftsman? Or by 
    someone who knows what hypothesis the data are supposed to 
    substantiate?)

 
  Data  smoothing  is  probably  most  justified  when  it  is  used  simply  as  a 
graphical technique, to guide the eye through a forest of data points all with 
large error bars. In this case, the individual points and their error bars 
should be plotted on the same graph, and no quantitative claims should be made 
on the basis of the smoothed curve. Data smoothing is least justified when it is 
used subjectively to massage the data this way and that, until some feature in 
the smoothed curve emerges and is pounced on in support of an hypothesis. 

  Data smoothing is what we would call "semi-parametric." It clearly involves 
some  notion  of  "averaging"  the  measured  dependent  (y)  variable,  which  is 
parametric. Smoothing a set of values will not, in general, be the same as 
smoothing their logarithms. You have to think about which is closer to your 
needs. On the other hand, smoothing is not supposed to be tied to any particular 
functional  form  y(x),  or  to  any  particular  parametrization  of  the  x  axis. 
Smoothing is art, not science. 

  Here is a program (SMOOFT) for smoothing an array of ordinates (y's) that are 
in  order  of  increasing  abscissas  (x's),  but  without  using  the  abscissas 
themselves. The program pretends that the abscissas are equally spaced, as they 
are if reparametrized to the variable "point number." It removes any linear 
trend, and then uses a Fast Fourier Transform to low-pass filter the data. The 
linear trend is reinserted at the end. One user-specified constant enters: the 
"amount of smoothing," specified as the number of points over which the data 
should be smoothed (not necessarily an integer). Zero gives no smoothing at all, 
while any value larger than about half the number of data points will render the 
data virtually featureless. The program gives results that are generally in 
accord with the notion "draw a smooth curve through these scattered points," and 
is at least arguably objective in doing so. A sample of its output is shown in 
Figure 13.9.1. 



 

   Figure 13,9,1. Smoothing of data with the routine SMOOFT.
   The open squares are noisy data points, nonuniformly sam-
   pled with the greatest sampling density towards the middle
   of the abcissa. The dotted curve is obtained with smoothing
   parameter PTS = 10.0 (averaging approximately 10 points),
   the solid curve has PTS = 30.0. 
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